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Đǻŀŀǻș' ħįșțǿřįč Țěmpŀě Ěmǻňų-Ěŀ ģěțș ǻň ǻřčħįțěčțųřǻŀ
fǻčěŀįfț fǿř ǻň ǻģě ǿf đįșčǿňňěčțįǿň
Mark Lamster, Architecture Critic
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Perhaps this scene will sound familiar: It is mealtime, and a family is gathered at a table. Nobody
speaks more than necessary. Everyone sits with their heads down, on their devices, present but
not really. If this scenario seems recognizable, it is because it has become a cliche, though one
rooted in the reality of the self-absorbed digital isolation that characterizes contemporary life.
To combat this phenomenon, in 2010 the Jewish service organization Reboot launched
the National Day of Unplugging, challenging individuals of all faiths to put the digital world aside
for 24 hours and fully engage with the world.
One day of unplugging is a nice start, but for religious institutions, devoted as they are to
developing communal bonds and providing spaces of mediation between the individual and the
sacred, working in a world of social media is an everyday problem.
For the rabbinate of Temple Emanu-El, a means of addressing this challenge came, perhaps
ironically, in the very physicality of architecture, and speciﬁcally in a building and renovation
campaign for its landmark North Dallas complex. That $34 million project included the
construction of a 450-seat chapel, a new education wing, restoration of its historic Olan and
Lefkowitz sanctuaries, the remaking of its public and administrative spaces, and a new landscape
program.
"In a cultural, societal and spiritual moment when people feel increasingly disconnected,
unmoored and fragmented, any spiritual home worth its salt would have to be a place that
fostered meaningful connections," says chief rabbi David Stern.

"The idea was connect, connect, connect. We strive to be a place
of sacred encounter."
The centerpiece of the renewed complex, and its symbolic heart, is the new Stern Chapel, a semicircular auditorium of striated blond wood that faces a window wall looking out onto four live oak
trees in the synagogue's courtyard. "What we wanted to do is bring the beauty of nature into the
worship experience," says Stern, for whom the chapel was named, an unusual condition of a $5
million gift from congregation member Nancy Nasher.
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The warmth of the wood and the pale green fabric chairs, in combination with the forest green
from the foliage visible beyond the altar, give the space a generous, Scandinavian feeling, bright
and welcoming. Wood panels are punctured by small circular holes in random patterns,
reinforcing a midcentury aesthetic while providing acoustic relief.
The altar projects forward into the space of the auditorium, placing the rabbi within the
congregation rather than in a position of divine authority before it. Though it can accommodate
up to 450, the curved seating pulls in the congregation, and extra capacity at balcony level
ensures that it doesn't feel empty even when there are only a third as many in attendance. "No
matter how many people, it seems like the exact right number," says Stern.
The design is the work of the Dallas architect Gary Cunningham, known to his friends (disclosure,
I am one) as "Corky," a childhood nickname derived from his insistently buoyant personality. It
still ﬁts. Cunningham, who is tall, reed thin and exceedingly handsome, speaks with something
close to an auctioneer's velocity, often leaning in to give the impression that his audience is in on
a happy conspiracy.

In many ways, he is an unlikely architect for a synagogue: He is Catholic and a graduate
of Cistercian Academy in Irving, for which he has designed several buildings, including its abbey
church, an elemental masterpiece composed of massive blocks of Texas limestone supporting a
gabled roof held in place by steel cables. Cunningham describes it as "neo-Romanesque." By any
deﬁnition, it is a work of visceral power, a landmark of regional modern architecture.
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Cistercian Abbey remains the project for which Cunningham is best known — his most familiar
might be the Half Price Books ﬂagship on Northwest Highway — but before that project was
completed, in 1992, he designed his ﬁrst synagogue, an addition to Temple Shalom, which is just
a few miles up Hillcrest Avenue from Emanu-El.

That project, a quarter-century after its completion, served as the model for the design of EmanuEl's Stern chapel: Both are intimate, hemispherical sanctuaries that look out onto nature, though
the concrete-and-olive palette at Shalom is considerably more subdued. "They were very
interested in what we did there," says Cunningham.
An attention to history was critical at Emanu-El, one of the most signiﬁcant works of modern
synagogue architecture in the United States. Completed in 1957, the complex was designed
by Dallas modernists Howard Meyer and Max Sandﬁeld, with William Wurster, then dean of the
architecture school at MIT, serving as an adviser. He in turn brought in artists Gyorgy Kepes, Anni
Albers and Richard Filipowski to collaborate on a decorative program integral to the design.
The Hillcrest Avenue site was not where the congregation had intended to build. Emanu-El's
trustees ﬁrst considered a wooded site closer to downtown along Turtle Creek, and they had gone
so far as to commission a design by the German-Jewish emigre Erich Mendelsohn for that space.
The plan was nixed, however, due to questions about the design — Mendelsohn refused to install
air conditioning — and a problem that was coming to deﬁne Dallas as it became ever more
dependent on the automobile: a lack of parking. That is now an issue for the building that did go
there: Frank Lloyd Wright's Kalita Humphreys Theater.
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A greater problem for Emanu-El was that the site along Turtle Creek was inconvenient for a
congregation that had a tradition of wandering; Meyer and Sandﬁeld's Hillcrest Avenue
synagogue would actually be the fourth Temple Emanu-El. The ﬁrst, of quasi-Moorish design
with a keyhole front door, was built in the 1870s on Commerce Street. It was replaced with a more
solid Richardsonian design on South Ervay in 1899, and once again with a handsome neoclassical
block on South Boulevard and Harwood in 1917.
By the 1950s, Emanu-El's congregation had departed downtown for North Dallas, mirroring a
greater national shift in the prosperous Jewish population to the suburbs. Among Emanu-El's
members were the Marcus and Nasher families, so instrumental in elevating the humble Jewish
rag trade to a status of glamour and luxury. That shift occasioned a massive synagogue building
boom, as Jews, especially cognizant of their identity in the wake of the Holocaust, required new
centers of worship and community.
For modern architects, this efﬂorescence represented a unique opportunity, not just to build but
to forge a new aesthetic. This is a product of Jewish liturgy, liberal in its requirements, and the
long history of the Jewish people in diaspora, a scattering that precluded any one convention
from taking hold as deﬁnitive.
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"Among the Jews there is no strong tradition, one might almost say no living tradition at all, of
synagogue design and decoration," wrote Percival Goodman, who designed more than 50
synagogues in the midcentury (most prominently, Congregation Shaarey Zedek in suburban
Detroit) and was interviewed for the Emanu-El job.
Even non-Jewish architects like Frank Lloyd Wright and Philip Johnson got into the act, never
mind their history of anti-Semitism, with Wright building one of the most extravagant of modern
designs for Congregation Beth Shalom in suburban Elkins Park, Philadelphia.

The Olan Sanctuary at Temple Emanu-El is one of two chapels restored recently through a capital campaign,
Our Temple Our Future. David Woo/Staff Photographer

From the moment it was completed, the fourth Emanu-El was celebrated as an exemplar of the
modern American synagogue. Its principal sanctuary, named for longtime Rabbi Levi Olan, is
simple in plan, a box surmounted by a drum, with seating for up to 700. Within it is a darkened
space of mystical drama, set beneath a shallow saucer dome.

Gold ﬂecks in the wall behind the altar, along with Kepes' vivid stained glass and Albers' fabriccovered ark, accentuate the experience. "It's all awe and transcendence when you walk into that
space," says Stern. "It's about being co-observers of this splendid thing."
Cunningham was charged with restoring this dramatic space, and his hand is all but invisible.
There is new LED lighting in the chandeliers, fabrics have been refurbished, mechanical systems
updated. For the most part, it is as it was, which is as it should be.
He was more forceful elsewhere in the design, although fortunately not quite so forceful as the
temple administration had hoped. Stern initially asked that Cunningham demolish Meyer and
Sandﬁeld's secondary Lefkowitz Chapel, a pristine white box punctured by tiny square windows.
It, too, was named for one of the synagogue's beloved rabbis, David Lefkowitz.
"I was ready to blow up Lefkowitz," says Stern. Cunningham threatened to quit rather than
destroy that ethereal space.
"Corky would have walked off the job," says Stern.
It is a lesson more Dallas architects should emulate when confronted with such an ill-conceived
demand.

Lefkowitz Chapel at Temple Emanu-El, a pristine white box, was merely tweaked to let in more natural light.
Mark Lamster/Staff

Cunningham did not leave Lefkowitz, which has a seating capacity of 200, completely unchanged,
although its essential character remains wholly intact. What visible changes he did make were

largely to allow in more natural light and to create a bit of extra space to accommodate the
vestibule for the neighboring Stern Chapel.
Taken together, the restoration of Olan, retention of Lefkowitz and addition of Stern leave
Emanu-El with three distinct sanctuary spaces, each of a different scale and appropriate to a
different worship style. There is Olan, a space to contemplate the mystical power of Hebrew
tradition; Lefkowitz, an ethereal room of minimal seriousness and order; and Stern, a more
communally oriented, hand-holding space open to nature. Congregants may select the sanctuary
that suits their temperament, a kind of architectural democracy.
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The three sanctuaries come together in a generous new living space, what is effectively the
crossroads of the remade synagogue complex. Comfortable sofas and chairs animate this hub, a
domestic communal space. From here there is access not just to the sanctuaries and party rooms,
but to a shop, administrative spaces and a new education wing, a glass-walled bar that runs
parallel to Hillcrest. The whole is accessed by a ramped entry with a concrete canopy punctured
by cheese-hole skylights.
Although it has now been fully enclosed by the addition of Stern, the heart of the complex
remains the arcaded courtyard, deﬁned by its four live oaks, planted in 1957 and now, like
Emanu-El itself, developed to maturity. If there was any concern among preservationists about
Cunningham's additions to the complex, it was that this space would be compromised. That has
not happened. It remains a space of welcoming enclosure, peaceful and sheltered yet embracing
of the natural environment and the synagogue's legacy.
"The idea here is to ﬁnd the sweet spot between ﬁnding the individual pursuit of meaning, and
saying we can go on that individual path together," says Stern.
In Dallas, there is no better place to make that journey.
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Ģěț țħě mǿșț įmpǿřțǻňț șțǿřįěș řįģħț įň șțřěǻm
Đǿň'ț mįșș ǿųț ǿň țħě čǿňvěřșǻțįǿň. Șțǻỳ čǿňňěčțěđ ẅįțħ Đǻŀŀǻș Ňěẅș ǿň Fǻčěbǿǿķ.

Đǻŀŀǻș Ňěẅș
@đǻŀŀǻșmǿřňįňģňěẅș
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'Ǻňň' ǻ ẅěŀčǿmě đǿșě ǿf pǿŀįțįčǻŀ ǿpțįmįșm įň ǻ mųđ-șŀįňģįňģ ěŀěčțįǿň
șěǻșǿň

BǾǾĶȘ

Șỳřįǻň-Ǻměřįčǻň ǻųțħǿř Ǻŀįǻ Mǻŀěķ čǻpțųřěș Đǻŀŀǻș' $50,000 Ħįěțț Přįżě įň
țħě Ħųmǻňįțįěș
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Đǻŀŀǻș șǿčįǻŀįțě čŀǿșįňģ ħěř fǻbŀěđ Đěșįģň Đįșțřįčț
șħǿẅřǿǿm. Ǻň ěňđ, ǿř ǻ ňěẅ șțǻřț?
By Scott Cantrell

ČĿǺȘȘİČǺĿ MŲȘİČ
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Ǻ ŀǻřģěŀỳ fǿřģǿțțěň čǿmpǿșěř mǻķěș fǿř ǻ měmǿřǻbŀě Đǻŀŀǻș Bǻčħ Șǿčįěțỳ
ěvěňț
Ģǻvěŀ bǻňģș ǻț $4.95 mįŀŀįǿň fǿř Ħįģħŀǻňđ
Pǻřķ'ș Pěňșǿň ħǿųșě

'Șțǻįň Ųpǿň țħě Șįŀěňčě:' Ǻ ňįģħț ǿf țħěǻțěř
fųŀŀ ǿf řįșķș ǻňđ řěẅǻřđș

By Nancy Churnin

Ț Ħ Ě ǺȚ Ě Ř
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Ģǿŀđěň țǿųčħ: 'Mỳ Pǿșșįbįŀįțįěș' șpěčįǻŀ ňěěđș șțųđěňțș ħǻvě ẅħǻț įț țǻķěș țǿ
đěșįģň fǿř PřįșmČǿ'ș 'Mįđǻș'

ProﬁleBy Nancy Churnin
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'Břěǻđčřųmbș' fřǿm ẄįňģȘpǻň: Ẅħěň ẅǿměň fǿŀŀǿẅ fǻįřỳ țǻŀěș țǿ fįňđ
țħěįř ẅǻỳ ħǿmě

ProﬁleBy Robert Wilonsky
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Ķěěp Ǻųșțįň: Ħǿẅ řǿčķ ģřěǻț Ǻŀějǻňđřǿ Ěșčǿvěđǿ ẅǿųňđ ųp ŀįvįňģ įň Đǻŀŀǻș

ProﬁleBy Holly Rusak
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Ħ.Ẅ. Břǻňđș, Břỳǻň Șțěvěňșǿň, Jěff Ģųįňň ǻmǿňģ
ǻųțħǿřș ǿň țǿųř Ǿčț. 9-15 įň Đ-FẄ
H.W. Brands will discuss "The General vs. The President" as part of Authors LIVE.
Ňǻțįǿňǻŀ Bǿǿķ Ǻẅǻřđ fįňǻŀįșțș įňčŀųđě Țěxǻňș
Pǻųŀěțțě Jįŀěș, Ķǻřǻň Mǻħǻjǻň

Țħě jǿķě ģǿěș ǿň țǿǿ ŀǿňģ įň Ẅįňșțǿň
Ģřǿǿm'ș 'Ěŀ Pǻșǿ'

More in Books

ProﬁleBy Steve Weinberg
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Ẅħěň Țřǻčỳ Ķįđđěř ẅřįțěș, ŀěșș țħǻň ħįș běșț įș șțįŀŀ
věřỳ ģǿǿđ
He'll roll into Dallas with "A Truck Full of Money" Nov. 10 for the Friends of the Dallas Public
Library gala.
BǾǾĶȘ

Ħ.Ẅ. Břǻňđș řěčǻpțųřěș țħě ěpįč MǻčǺřțħųř-Țřųmǻň șħǿẅđǿẅň įň
'Țħě Ģěňěřǻŀ vș. Țħě Přěșįđěňț'
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Đǻŀŀǻș' bǿňșǻį ẅħįșpěřěř ħǻș ǻ țřěě țħǻț'ș mǿřě țħǻň 700 ỳěǻřș ǿŀđ

ProﬁleBy Joyce Sáenz Harris
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Vįčțǿřįǻň Ŀǿňđǿň ňěvěř ŀǿǿķěđ čřěěpįěř țħǻň įň Șțěvěň Přįčě'ș
měșměřįżįňģ 'Bỳ Ģǻșŀįģħț'

ProﬁleBy Scott Cantrell
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Bǻřțǿķ ǻňđ Břǻħmș ǻřě ųňųșųǻŀ, bųț pǿẅěřfųŀ, čǿmpǻňįǿňș ǿň ĐȘǾ
čǿňčěřț

ProﬁleBy Michael Granberry
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Ǿčțǻvįǿ Měđěŀŀíň, Fřįđǻ Ķǻħŀǿ ǻňđ ǻ mǻčǻẅ? Ǻŀŀ pǻřț
ǿf ǻ 50țħ ǻňňįvěřșǻřỳ
By Nancy Churnin
Ț Ħ Ě ǺȚ Ě Ř
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Țħįș 'Ǻňň' ẅįŀŀ mǻķě țħěǻțěř ħįșțǿřỳ įň Fǿřț Ẅǿřțħ —

Țħįș 'Ǻňň' ẅįŀŀ mǻķě țħěǻțěř ħįșțǿřỳ įň Fǿřț Ẅǿřțħ —
țħǻňķș țǿ șǿmě čŀěvěř pǿŀįțįčș
The one-woman Broadway show about Texas Gov. Ann Richards will play through Nov. 6 at Stage
West.
Ħǿměŀěșș ňǿ mǿřě: Ķįțčħěň Đǿģ Țħěǻțěř
čŀǿșěș đěǻŀ ǿň $1 mįŀŀįǿň șpǻčě

Ŀįķě įțș ħěřǿįňě, 'Běŀŀǻ', ĐȚČ'ș ẅǿřŀđ
přěmįěřě mųșįčǻŀ, įș bįģ, běǻųțįfųŀ ǻňđ įň
ňěěđ ǿf fǿčųș

More in Theater
ProﬁleBy Robert Wilonsky
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Ǻ ŀǻňđmǻřķ đǻỳ fǿř Đǻŀŀǻș ǻș đěvěŀǿpěřș ħěěđ čřỳ țǿ
șpǻřě ħįșțǿřįč Měǻđǿẅș Bųįŀđįňģ
Raise a glass to the historians and the hellraisers. And, while you're at it, toast, too, the villains
who turned out to be the heroes of this story after all.
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